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The Great Way gives the will through His servant. The Great Way says:
Demons move to accept worship in the form of human sacrifices, meaning this way is a
religious detail that most have considered as free will due to being in a nation that
permits it. How can you know the root would be to be in occultic details in worship to
Satan when you move to open yourself to human blood offerings? It is a way through
many demon-based movings that would consider it a deep offense if one chooses to
move as if it is truly not a worship will. You would look at a law and base your living in
a unity will with those who practice a Satan-willed detail. To worship Satan is to not
worship the Great Way King Jesus. To move in partaking of what the nation wills is to
move in the sin in a joining will, where you would move to take a sin within, and you
will be within as if you were doing the detail as well. What does this say of rebellion,
the root of false security, and the way to kill these humans that are in occultic details?
Would you be guilty if you choose to live in a nation that has made this way their
foundation? But you shall see it, where one can live in a pagan nation yet still serve the
Great Way based on the will within, and it will be reflected in the vote of your will,
where you would choose to worship the One True God in spirit and truth, and there,
you will reflect this in the choices you are making. How does it speak of the nation
called the United States of America, who moves in these details to worship the enemy
of the Great Way King Jesus, by having a way in that law-based will and keeping a
moving to practice such details that move in a way that is contrary to the Living God?
Would one call this nation a Christian nation when there truly is no nature within the
land that reflects the Great Way in its culture? How can one be so strong to say its will,
in the beginning, has kept it while the land has a similar moving to the pagan nations in
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God’s Holy Word? Here is where the people will say they also have the freedom to
choose who should be their Maker. No one can choose who made them. This is stated
this way due to there being only one Creator, and all who live have been given a spirit
to breathe in a fleshly tent with a soul to choose between God and eternal way without
Him. But one that is moving in a way to say they need no other will: they make a
dangerous will to say they need no leader greater than their way to choose who will do
what their will truly is. Isn’t it a choice as to who to vote in? Isn’t it a choice who is the
leader of the nation? Isn’t it a choice what laws you would will in this nation? The
human in this detail of choosing would give a way to move to be their own god to look
to, to take a plan to make their own will and purpose—or so they would think. This way
is a will in deep details with a demon called Pride. Now, how will it move to be in the
way of true freedom for a nation that has a root of rebellion, to be a detail to bring a
Kingdom plan into the earth way? It stems through a deep detail in healing the nation,
which includes both the people and the earth way itself. The land has been polluted
with sinful details, great defilement that needs to be removed for a true growth in a
nature that is truly healthy and free in spiritual release in Kingdom purpose. Release is
needed for the bloodshed between races and cultures in the movings in the war ways.
There needs to be a true release in this land due to the way it was no longer in
possession of the original occupants. A cleansing needs to be released to remove the
filth given a place due to giving a territory over to Satan as a will in worship to him. A
release is needed for stealing a race in another nation to take them into a way to
control, which moves against God’s plan of a building way. The nation has started with
so many hurtful and painful details to give a will for people to say they will die to keep
it free from the control of others in the earth way. This nation has great potential if it
will only see where true freedom is found; for deep within this nation, a rage is growing
that will not be put out with a new leader, nor will giving more free will curb the way of
destruction to tame the beast within you if you choose this way of destruction. True
freedom can be given, but only with a true price: your will to submit to a new will, and
this plan you will not rule. It is only your way if you choose to lead, but with a new will,
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you have the will that your new will gives you. And the will of the new plan is better; it
will not fail due to being God’s will, and all wills have to move to submit to the Creator’s
way. Wouldn’t life be easier to move in a plan to live if you move in a plan greater than
a human’s? Now, take a plan to taste what this nation could move to drink with a new
plan in living with a will in a covenant with the Creator of the universe in the next
message given at the plan of the Great Way King Jesus. Amen.
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